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Two Main Topics

• About Spirit World Leaders

• The Importance of Afterlife Knowledge
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About Spirit World Leaders

• The evidence for an afterlife is overwhelming (= Step 1).

• The Spirit World structure: Realms of advancing spirituality.  
We will live there in the level we have earned.

• Beings of Light of the most advanced wisdom and spirituality 
(highest levels; leaders) wish to enlighten us (= Step 2).

• They have major concerns for humanity on earth:
- our spiritual progress seriously lags our other areas;
- self-interest, greed, hunger for power, barriers;
- the resulting misery and havoc;
- threats to all or most life on the planet from time to time.
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About Spirit World Leaders, cont.

• They want us to concentrate on:
- seeking spiritual truth and enlightenment, using reason,
- living more spiritually from what we learn,
- not being distracted by material interests or self-interest, 
- not being diverted by spirit phenomena and mysteries.  

But they won’t interfere with our free will. 
- we will have to take the consequences.
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How did I get involved?

• I’m a (rare) scientist interested in the afterlife (most are 
skeptical.)  It’s scientific to me. 

• I started investigating about 1957 (57 years).

• I’ve had wonderful experiences with top-class mediums.  

• A sister is a UK-accredited medium. 

• I became specially interested in teachings from the most 
advanced spirit realms (very rare).

• I found a superb source of advanced spirit information.
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Some Important Afterlife Knowledge

• The purpose of this life, and of existence, is to make 
spiritual progress.  Knowing this can change our view.

• Spirit leaders define spirituality as:

― the noblest part of our character,

― having high and noble qualities of spirit.
It includes: humility, sincerity, courage, universality,
selfless service, expressing love, living simply, doing good.

• Besides spirituality, knowledge of The Spiritual Laws That 
Govern is also necessary to make progress.  (e.g., Laws of 
personal responsibility, justice, service, love, attraction.)

/continued
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Important Afterlife Knowledge, cont.

• In spirit life, the mind is far more powerful than on earth.  
(e.g., travel, construction, communication.)

• So learning correct concepts on earth can avoid problems later 
in spirit life.  (e.g., spirit deafness and blindness.)

• About our spirit makeup: 

- The real self: Divine spark + animating factor + consciousness;           

- spirit bodies (we have now); 

- the aura (its interpretation).
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My involvement

• In 1959 I discovered a small organization specializing in 
teachings from a group at the most advanced levels: The 
Universal Spiritual Brother&Sisterhood (USB).  It’s not a religion; 
it’s an organization of spiritual truth.  www.theusb.org .  No fees.

• Its spirit teachers say “We present things as we find them to be.”      
Note: They ask us to accept only what seems right to us.

• It distributed its teachings in quarterly newsletters for 25 years. 

• Over the years I became more involved in it.  Now I’m a lead 
volunteer, not paid.
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The USB’s Official Teachings

• I was asked to combine all the USB teachings 
from newsletters into a book.  It has 800 pages 
and is just completed (available here; sales 
benefit only the USB).

• Its 14 chapters address truth, spiritual laws, love, 
responsibility, spiritual progress, psychic 
phenomena, life on earth and in the spirit realms, 
and many related subject.  (More information at 
www.theusb.org .)

• It has received outstanding rave reviews (also 
here and on the website).
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Investigate?  Discuss?

• This subject may seem specialized.  But its very important 
to human conditions and progress.  And there’s a lot to it.

• There’s now a steady awakening to spiritual truth from the 
afterlife.  This knowledge is goodness, it’s beautiful.

• To help ourselves along, and help the whole world, we need 
to investigate this and then spread light.  We can all help to 
bring about the new spirituality that’s coming.  The USB 
book will help us.

• I would love to hear from anyone particularly interested in 
this subject.  Afterwards, at meetings, or via 

john@theusb.org
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